
ELECTRONIC ARTS BUSINESS ANALYSIS BUSINESS ESSAY

Electronic Arts, Inc. is a multinational company that produces various kinds of multimedia products especially video
games (Wikipedia, )4, and it is one of .

Successful track record of developing new products â€” product innovation. Electronic Arts are prepared to
spend big on promotion of their products. These strengths not only help it to protect the market share in
existing markets but also help in penetrating new markets. At the end of the interview, I asked about the
timeline moving forward. Kotler and Armstrong define the marketing approach as achieving company goals
by determining and satisfying the needs of target markets, which is done more effectively and efficiently than
competitors. Bargaining Power Suppliers : Supplier power is high due to Sony, and Nintendo being the
exclusive producers of DVDs and cartridges for their respective platforms. Rivalry among existing firms iii He
simply hurried down the list of questions and got me out of there. As emphasised by Jobber and Fahy "The
core element of the marketing mix is the company's product or service because this provides the functional
requirements sought by the customers" Electronic Arts products are offered to worldwide customers. Console
Versatility: Games are capable of operating in multiple consoles, allowing the consumer to buy any game EA
releases without depending on their console. COM Spreadsheets have been used by accountants for hundreds
of years. For the future EA is planning to increase sales on-line by creating internet megastore which will be
available in different language versions. It represent a great opportunity for Electronic Arts EA to drive home
its advantage in new technology and gain market share in the new product category. These are the people who
are giving non-biased opinion and guidelines on how the future products will be developed. As circumstances,
capabilities, threats, and strategies change, the dynamics of a competitive environment may not be revealed in
a single matrix. That was just a preview of the process to come. While I know from personal experience that it
is not easy to be profitable in the paper business, applying the model does provide some insight into the
reasons why those difficulties exist Electronic Arts, commonly known as EA, delivers video games, content
and online services for internet-connected consoles, personal computers, mobile phones and tablets. Gamers
who are prepared to pay big money for the new console would also pay higher sums for new innovative game.
Marketing team in Electronic Arts is very closely analysing any suggestions coming from the customers.
Electronic Arts are using marketing research in process of decision making and developing new software.
Opportunities for Electronic Arts EA â€” External Strategic Factors The new taxation policy can significantly
impact the way of doing business and can open new opportunity for established players such as Electronic
Arts EA to increase its profitability. Marketing Mix is well balanced to maximise sales and buyers satisfaction.
Newly released games for new consoles like Playsation 3 and Xbox would be most expensive. The company
have a massive gain from applying the marketing values into their business strategy and it could not exist
without it.


